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ABSTRACT

Angelman syndrome (AS) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by intellectual disability, lack of speech, ataxia, EEG abnormalities, and epilepsy. Seizures in AS individuals are common, debilitating, and often drug-resistant. Therefore, there is an unmet need for better treatment options. Cannabidiol (CBD), a major phytocannabinoid constituent of cannabis, has antiseizure activity and behavioral benefits in preclinical and clinical studies for some disorders associated with epilepsy, suggesting that the same could be true for AS. Here we show that acute CBD (100 mg/kg) attenuated hyperthermia- and acoustically-induced seizures in a mouse model of AS. However, neither acute CBD nor a two-weeklong course of CBD administered immediately after a kindling protocol could halt the pro-epileptogenic plasticity observed in AS model mice. CBD had a dose-dependent sedative effect, but did not have an impact on motor performance. CBD abrogated the enhanced intracortical local field potential power, including delta and theta rhythms observed in AS model mice, indicating that CBD administration could also help normalize the EEG deficits observed in individuals with AS. Our results provide critical preclinical evidence supporting CBD treatment of seizures and alleviation of EEG abnormalities in AS, and will thus help guide the rational development of CBD as an AS treatment.
INTRODUCTION

Deletions or mutations of the maternally inherited copy of the *UBE3A* gene cause Angelman syndrome (AS). Individuals with AS exhibit developmental delay, motor dysfunction, minimal speech, highly penetrant EEG abnormalities, and seizures (1, 2). Epilepsy in AS is common (80%–95%), polymorphic, and often resistant to available antiepileptics. The frequency, severity, and pharmacological intractability of the seizures exacts a heavy toll on individuals with AS and their caregivers (3-6). AS model mice lacking a functional maternal copy of the orthologous *Ube3a* gene (*Ube3am−/p+*) phenocopy many clinical aspects of AS, including seizure susceptibility, motor and behavioral impairments, as well as EEG abnormalities, thereby offering a preclinical model for developing new therapeutics (7-15).

Cannabidiol (CBD), a major phytocannabinoid constituent of cannabis, is gaining attention for its antiepileptic, anxiolytic, and antipsychotic properties (16). In 2018, the FDA approved CBD (Epidiolex®) for the treatment of seizures associated with two rare and severe forms of epilepsy — Lennox-Gastaut syndrome and Dravet syndrome. While the interest and off-label medical use of CBD has largely outpaced the preclinical and clinical research, CBD provides a viable treatment for several other neurological disorders associated with epilepsy (17-20). However, little is known about the potential antiepileptic and other benefits of CBD in AS. The potential medicinal effects of CBD hold promise to simultaneously ameliorate behavioral deficits, EEG abnormalities, as well as seizures in AS (21).

In this study, we systematically tested the beneficial effects of CBD on seizures, motor deficits, and EEG abnormalities in mice that genetically model AS, with the expectation that this information will guide eventual clinical use. We report that acute treatment of CBD substantially attenuated audiogenic and hypertermia-induced seizure severity, and normalized delta rhythms in AS model
mice. The anticonvulsant dose of CBD (100 mg/kg) caused mild sedation, but had little effect on motor coordination or balance. While acute CBD could suppress seizure severity, CBD stopped short of being able to prevent the pro-epileptogenic plasticity observed in AS model mice. Our study provides a preclinical framework to better guide the rational development of CBD as either an adjunctive or monotherapy for AS.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

As with individuals with AS, mice with maternal loss of \textit{Ube3a} exhibit epileptic phenotypes. For example, AS mice on a 129 background have elevated seizure responses to acoustic stimuli (9, 10, 14). We verified that AS model mice (129 background) exhibited more frequent audiogenic-induced tonic convulsions than wild-type (WT) littersmates (Figure 1). Acute treatment of CBD at 100 mg/kg significantly reduced the frequency and severity of seizures trigger by acoustic stimuli (Figure 1). These results suggest strong dose-dependent anticonvulsant effects of CBD in AS model mice.

We recently implemented the flurothyl kindling and retest paradigm in AS model mice (C57BL/6J background), and found that AS model mice responded to both initial (day1) seizure induction and kindling (day1 – day8) similarly to WT mice, but they displayed a markedly increased sensitivity to flurothyl-induced myoclonic and generalized seizures measured a month later at retest (day36) (8). Elevation of core body temperature also triggered convulsions in kindled AS but not WT mice, resembling the clinical observation that AS individuals are susceptible to febrile seizures with moderate increases in body temperature (3, 4, 8). To test whether the anticonvulsant effects of CBD are generalizable across different seizure induction paradigms, we treated flurothyl-kindled mice acutely with CBD (100 mg/kg) 1 hr prior to the flurothyl- or hyperthermia-stimuli (Figure 2A). Surprisingly, the acute administration of CBD had little effect on flurothyl-induced myoclonic or
generalized seizure threshold (Figures 2B and 2C) or the body temperature for onset of hyperthermia-induced generalized seizure in kindled AS mice (Figure 2D). However, CBD significantly attenuated the severity and duration of hyperthermia-induced generalized seizures in kindled AS mice (Figures 2E and 2F), once again supporting a role for CBD in attenuating seizure severity.

Aside from the promising anticonvulsant effect of CBD, little is known about the possible antiepileptogenic effect of CBD. This can be studied in a flurothyl kindling and retest model, as AS mice show similar seizure susceptibility to WT mice across an initial 8 days of flurothyl kindling, but then exhibit a pro-epileptogenic plasticity during the subsequent month-long incubation period that renders them highly susceptible to seizures compared to WT mice (8). To test whether CBD can exert an antiepileptogenic effect, we initiated a 2-week CBD treatment (100 mg/kg, i.p. once per day) immediately after completion of flurothyl kindling followed by a 2-week drug washout prior to the flurothyl retest (Supplemental Figure 1A). Consistent with our previous findings (8), vehicle-treated AS mice exhibited enhanced myoclonic and generalized seizure susceptibilities at flurothyl retest compared to WT mice (Supplemental Figures 1B and 1C). Moreover, the post-kindling CBD treatments failed to attenuate the enhanced myoclonic or generalized seizure susceptibility measured in AS model mice at flurothyl retest (Supplemental Figures 1D and 1E), suggesting that two-week long CBD treatments (at 100 mg/kg) cannot prevent the pro-epileptogenic plasticity that occurs following kindling in AS mice. Importantly, previous studies demonstrate that there are critical windows of therapeutic interventions for preventing many AS phenotypes, including pro-epileptogenic plasticity in mice (8, 14). Thus, there is a future need to examine possible age-dependent consequences of CBD administration.
Motor and behavioral impairments are common in AS children, significantly impact their daily lives, and increase the burden of their caregivers. No effective drug treatments are available. AS model mice exhibit behavioral and motor deficits (7, 9, 15, 22), some of which resemble those observed in AS individuals. To explore possible behavioral benefits of CBD, we treated AS model mice and WT controls with various doses of CBD 1 hr prior to behavioral testing. Similar to prior observations (7, 9, 15, 22), we found that vehicle-treated AS model mice exhibit impaired locomotor activity, poor motor coordination, and reduced marble burying behavior (Figure 3). Open field activity was reduced in AS model mice, and CBD had a dose-dependent sedative effect in both WT and AS mice (Figures 3A and 3B). Consistent with previous findings in rats (23), CBD did not have a major impact on motor skill learning and memory, regardless of genotype, as measured in rotarod acquisition and retest (Figures 3C and 3D). Notably, CBD at 100 mg/kg exaggerated the marble burying deficits of AS model mice (Figure 3E), which might be a consequence of its sedative effects.

AS individuals have higher EEG power across all frequencies compared to neurotypical controls, with the largest difference manifested in a prominent peak in the delta frequency range (13, 24-26). Electrophysiological recordings from freely roaming AS model mice suggest strain- and region-dependent quantitative differences in EEG power spectrum analysis — the most robust elevations of delta and theta power were found in cortex of AS mice on a C57BL/6J background regardless of light cycle (7). Here we monitored and quantified cortical local field potential (LFP) of freely roaming AS and WT mice (C57BL/6J) after a 2-week vehicle or CBD treatment (Figure 4). Consistent with previous findings (7), AS model mice exhibited enhanced electrophysiological power compared to WT mice, particularly in delta (1–4 Hz) and theta (5–8 Hz) activity. CBD treatments had little effect on LFP power in WT mice, whereas the treatment significantly lowered total LFP power, including both delta and theta activity in AS model mice, normalizing levels to those observed in WT
mice (Figure 4). All mice showed similar weight gain over the two weeks regardless of genotype and treatment (Supplemental Figure 2).

Our data are the first to show that CBD can reduce both acoustically- and hyperthermia-induced seizure severity in AS model mice. As such, our findings suggest that CBD might attenuate seizures in AS individuals, which expands the therapeutic spectrum of the antiepileptic effects of CBD (17, 19, 23, 27-32). The fact that neither acute nor chronic post-kindling CBD treatment affected fluoroethyl- or hyperthermia-induced seizure threshold in AS model mice suggests that further evaluation of CBD using additional models of epilepsy is required to reveal the full antiepileptic potential of CBD in AS. The context-dependent antiepileptic effects of CBD suggest that different seizure models can engage distinct mechanisms for seizure initiation and propagation. And, relevant to human use, such a finding indicates that CBD might be beneficial for some types of seizures and not others, depending on the circuits engaged and/or at what stage of epilepsy intervention begins.

CBD shows behavioral benefits in animal models of motor, social, and cognitive impairments (33-37). However, the behavioral benefits of CBD in animal models often exhibit an inverted U-shaped dose-response curve, with higher doses (> 20 mg/kg) being ineffective and sedative, whereas lower doses can prove effective (38, 39). This conundrum for designing CBD dosing that both control seizures and improve behavior was also found in studies of Dravet syndrome model mice (40). The same may be true for AS, as the effective concentration (e.g. 100 mg/kg) at which we observed anticonvulsant effects also produced sedative effects. Notably, the sedative effects in mice at higher doses of CBD preclude meaningful interpretation of many movement dependent behavioral paradigms (e.g. 3 chamber sociability test, fear-conditioning, and Morris water maze), and may also explain the reduced marble burying behavior, which can be associated with locomotor activity (41). However, while AS model mice recapitulate many AS-like behaviors, activity is not one of those; AS
model mice are hypoactive, while AS individuals are often hyperactive (42). Thus, while anticonvulsant doses of CBD (i.e. 100 mg/kg) are mildly sedative in AS model mice, it is conceivable that analogous CBD dosing could alleviate hypermotor behavior often observed in AS individuals.

EEG power is broadly increased in children with AS relative to age-matched neurotypical controls, and this is recapitulated under certain conditions in AS model mice relative to WT littermates (7, 24). Among the elevated EEG spectrum, enhanced delta rhythm is a particularly reliable biomarker for AS (13). Here we found that two weeks of CBD administrations reduced wide spectral cortical electrophysiological activities, and normalized the delta (1–4 Hz) and theta (5–8 Hz) activity in AS model mice. This suggests that CBD can suppress pathological EEG signatures in AS model mice, and perhaps in AS individuals.

Although we experimentally controlled for our choice of CBD solvents and delivery routes, future experiments should more fully explore different administration routes and the potential effects of the ethanol and cremophor solvents. For example, ethanol administration has been shown to interact with GABAergic transmission (43), and this could be a potential influence on our results. Moreover, pharmacokinetic studies suggest the half-life of CBD in rodents is generally shorter than in humans (44, 45), thereby it is difficult to precisely compare the 100 mg/kg effective i.p. dose in mouse with the 20 mg/kg oral dose used in recent clinical trials (27, 32). While thorough clinical studies are needed, the present study lends critical preclinical support for using CBD to treat seizures, along with behavioral and EEG abnormalities in AS, and expands the potential beneficial spectrum of CBD.

**METHODS**

Detailed experimental methods are included with the supplemental materials. Male and female mice were used for experiments in equal genotypic ratios. Synthetic CBD (99.2±0.18% purity) was
provided by RTI International (Log #3857-52-1). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. Unless otherwise noted, unpaired t-test (two-tailed) were used for single comparisons; 2-way ANOVAs were used for multiple comparisons. P value < 0.05 was considered significant.

Study approval. All animal procedures followed NIH guidelines and were approved by the IACUC at the University of North Carolina.
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Figure 1. CBD attenuates wild running and tonic-clonic seizures induced by acoustic stimuli in AS model mice. (A) Schematic of audiogenic-induced seizure paradigm. (B) Treatment (i.p.) of CBD at 100 mg/kg significantly reduced audiogenic-induced seizure frequency. n=8-16 mice/group. ### p<0.001 compared to WT-Veh; ** p<0.01 compared to AS-Veh, Fisher’s exact test. (C) CBD at 50 and 100 mg/kg significantly reduced audiogenic-induced seizure severity. Score 0 = no seizure response; Score 1 = wild running and jumping; Score 2 = tonic-clonic clonus. Data represent individual mouse and median, n=8-16 mice/group. ### p<0.001 compared to WT-Veh; ***p<0.001 compared to AS-Veh, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons.
Figure 2. CBD reduces hyperthermia-induced generalized seizure duration and severity in kindled AS model mice. (A) Schematic of flurothyl kindling and retest followed by hyperthermia-induced seizure. (B) Myoclonic and (C) generalized seizure threshold at flurothyl retest of kindled WT or AS model mice treated with either Veh or CBD (100 mg/kg, i.p.) 1hr prior to the retest. Data represent mean ± SEM, n=4-7 mice/group. ## p<0.01 and ### p<0.001 compared to WT-Veh, two-
way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test. Hyperthermia-induced generalized seizure (D) onset body temperature, (E) duration, and (F) maximum seizure score of kindled AS mice treated with Veh or CBD (100 mg/kg, i.p.). Data represent individual mouse and mean ± SEM (D, E) or median (F), n=5 mice/group. * p<0.05 compared to AS-Veh, (D, E) unpaired t-test (two-tailed) or (F) Mann Whitney test.
Figure 3. CBD exhibits moderate sedative effects in AS model mice. (A and B) WT and AS model mice were tested in open field to assess (A) horizontal (distance traveled) and (B) vertical (rears) movement 1 hour after Veh or CBD injection (i.p.). (C and D) Latency to fall from an accelerating rotarod in each trial of (C) acquisition and (D) retest session. Veh or CBD was injected (i.p.) 1 hour prior to acquisition session. (E) Number of marbles buried by WT and AS model mice treated with Veh or CBD (i.p.) 1 hour prior to the test. Note that none of the 10 AS model mice treated
with 100 mg/kg CBD buried a marble during the test. Data represent mean ± SEM, n=6-10 mice/group. # p<0.05 and ## p<0.01 compared to WT-Veh; * p<0.05, **p<0.01 compared to AS-Veh, two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test.
Figure 4. Two-weeks of CBD administrations normalize LFP in AS model mice. (A and B) Power analyses of cortical LFP during (A) light or (B) dark cycle of WT and AS model mice treated with Veh or CBD (100 mg/kg, once daily, i.p.). (C–F) LFP power analyses of (C and E) total (1–30 Hz), as well as (D and F) delta δ (1–4 Hz) and theta θ (5–8 Hz) frequency bands during (C and D) light or (E and F) dark cycle.
F) dark cycle of WT and AS model mice treated with Veh or CBD (100 mg/kg, once daily, i.p.). Data represent mean ± SEM, n=8–9 mice/group. # p<0.05 compared to WT-Veh; * p<0.05, **p<0.01 compared to AS-Veh, two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test.